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< Wikipedia:Articles for deletion

The following discussion is an archived debate of the proposed deletion of the article below.
Please do not modify it. Subsequent comments should be made on the appropriate discussion
page (such as the article's talk page or in a deletion review). No further edits should be made
to this page.
The result was delete. Secret account 18:00, 15 August 2014 (UTC)

Leonard Horowitz
Leonard Horowitz

AfDs for this article:
Articles for deletion/Leonard Horowitz
Articles for deletion/Leonard Horowitz (2nd
nomination)

(edit|talk|history|links|watch|logs|views)

– (View log · Stats (https://tools.wmflabs.org

/jackbot/snottywong/cgi-bin/votecounter.cgi?page=Wikipedia:Articles_for_deletion
/Leonard_Horowitz_(2nd_nomination)))
(Find sources: "Leonard Horowitz" (http://www.google.com/search?as_eq=wikipedia&
q=%22Leonard+Horowitz%22&num=50) – news (http://www.google.com
/search?q=%22Leonard+Horowitz%22&tbm=nws) · newspapers (http://www.google.com
/search?&q=%22Leonard+Horowitz%22+site:news.google.com/newspapers&
source=newspapers) · books (http://www.google.com/search?tbs=bks:1&
q=%22Leonard+Horowitz%22) · scholar (http://scholar.google.com
/scholar?q=%22Leonard+Horowitz%22) · JSTOR (http://www.jstor.org/action
/doBasicSearch?Query=%22Leonard+Horowitz%22&acc=on&wc=on) · free images
(http://www.google.com/images?safe=off&tbm=isch&tbs=sur:fmc&
q=%22Leonard+Horowitz%22+-site:wikipedia.org+-site:wikimedia.org))
I first asked at WP:FTN because I thought that this person might be notable from a WP:FRINGEBLP
perspective. However, the consensus there was that he was not.
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Alternatively, we could argue he might be notable from a WP:AUTHOR perspective, but I think he
clearly fails the criteria there.
Finally, we could ask whether he is notable from a WP:PROF perspective. Again, it seems clear that
he is not.
I cannot find a biographical criteria by which he is notable. Basically, he is used as a reference by the
anti-vaccine or AIDS conspiracy theory community probably because of his nominal medical
training. But mere mention of a person is not grounds for notability here. There needs to be
significant coverage of the person as a person for a biography to be possible. The previous
AfD's !Keep rationales don't to me indicate any good reasons to have a WP:BLP for the person and
the fact that the article has had tagged problems for nearly half a decade seems to me to say that its
problems are not solvable (probably because sources simply are not forthcoming).
I believe that the situation is such that we don't have good reason to keep this article. His lack of
notability furthermore hampers any attempt to create WP:NPOV and reasonable evaluation of the
content. Some preference a default to delete mindset for biographies and I would say that this is a
prime example where such an instinct could be quite helpful. jps (talk) 12:11, 8 August 2014 (UTC)
Note: This debate has been included in the list of United States of America-related deletion discussions. • Gene93k
(talk) 15:33, 8 August 2014 (UTC)
Note: This debate has been included in the list of Conspiracy theories-related deletion discussions. • Gene93k (talk)
15:33, 8 August 2014 (UTC)
Note: This debate has been included in the list of Medicine-related deletion discussions. • Gene93k (talk) 15:33, 8
August 2014 (UTC)
Note: This debate has been included in the list of Actors and filmmakers-related deletion discussions. • Gene93k
(talk) 15:33, 8 August 2014 (UTC)
Note: This debate has been included in the list of Authors-related deletion discussions. • Gene93k (talk) 15:33, 8
August 2014 (UTC)

Delete. Just not seeing evidence the subject meets notability under any of the above mentioned
categories. I am open to hearing discussion and seeing sources. - - MrBill3 (talk) 08:20, 9
August 2014 (UTC)
Delete. Fails WP:BLPFRINGE. I am not able to find significant coverage of the subject in
reliable sources independent of the subject. The article appears to exploit tenuous links (i.e.
trivial mentions) between Horowitz and Kimberly Bergalis as well as Horowitz and the
Jeremiah Wright controversy as a backdoor approach to notability. The bulk of the article is
built upon either primary source information or information that does not mention Horowitz. I
do not have a strong objection to redirecting to Discredited HIV/AIDS origins
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theories#Purported intentional creation. Location (talk) 09:02, 10 August 2014 (UTC) [Edited
15:27, 14 August 2014 (UTC).]
Keep notable author and producer. Also possible discoverer of the true origins of HIV.
Quote: It may be of interest to some that in 1996 Dr Leonard G Horowitz of Harvard, (DMD,
MA, MPH) published his award-winning, best-seller: “EMERGING VIRUSES-AIDS and
EBOLA-Nature, Accident or Intentional”. After exhaustive research of stunning scientific
documents, Dr Horowitz claims that during the 60s the American National Cancer Institute,
researchers mixed viral genes from different animals “to produce leukemia, sarcoma, general
wasting and death”. See Al-Ahram Weekley (http://weekly.ahram.org.eg/News/6900/44/NotEbola-too--.aspx). He is the author of the best seller EMERGING VIRUSES-AIDS and
EBOLA-Nature, Accident or Intentional. This should not even be up for deletion review. (Boss
Reality (talk) 10:40, 14 August 2014 (UTC))
Delete Boss Reality convinced me... --Randykitty (talk) 14:07, 14 August 2014 (UTC)
Reply to Randykitty, :) :), somehow I had a feeling that you would jump on what I
said. But what are your own thoughts ?
Delete - seems to fail WP:BLPFRINGE and WP:SIGCOV, among other policies and
guidelines. WegianWarrior (talk) 15:21, 14 August 2014 (UTC)
Comment - Dr Leonard Horwitz, Bestselling author and winner of Author of the year
award 1999 by World Natural Health Organization. Author of over 12 books including
Emerging Viruses: AIDS And Ebola : Nature, Accident or Intentional? was a bestseller.
Customer Reviews of Emerging Viruses: AIDS And Ebola : Nature, Accident or Intentional?
Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz's national best-seller (that the New York Times refused to review)
provides the first in-depth exploration into the origins of HIV and Ebola [1]
(http://www.amazon.com/Emerging-Viruses-Nature-Accident-Intentional/dp/0923550127
/ref=la_B0028AWFPI_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1408054887&sr=1-1)
A range of reviews See all 47 customer reviews (newest first) > (http://www.amazon.com
/Emerging-Viruses-Nature-Accident-Intentional/product-reviews/0923550127
/ref=cm_cr_dp_see_all_btm/191-1406606-1605251?ie=UTF8&showViewpoints=1&
sortBy=bySubmissionDateDescending)
Just a snippet here where the reviewer R. Wood says Quote: "Interestingly, the bad reviewers of this
book have only convinced me of its accuracy. None of their criticisms strike me as being sound. A
few of them criticize the book for scaring people" Sourced from Amazon (http://www.amazon.com
/gp/cdp/member-reviews/A2OZTJ8QSNFGZ/ref=pdp_new_read_full_review_link?ie=UTF8&
page=6&sort_by=MostRecentReview#R3JZIRD4IX2MN9).
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Now, I'm not in any way trying to use this to validate the book or the author. All I'm doing is using
an example of a reviewers observation of reactions to new and challenging information.
Award winner: 1999 “Author of the Year Award” from the World Natural Health Organization. The
Spectrum MAY 8, 2001 Page 57 (http://www.fourwinds10.net/siterun_data/spectrum/volume2
/html/050801/050801/CSS/0508_57.HTM) (Boss Reality (talk))
Further Comment:, Isn't Dr Leonard Horowitz a film maker as well. His list includes >> Talk
Show Host, >> Author, >> Filmmaker, >> Music Producer, >> Public Health Authority, >>
Emerging Diseases Researcher, >> Intellectual, >> Entreprenuer, >> Keynote Speaker, >>
Investigative Reporter, >> Writer, >> Knight's Hospitaller, >> Health Educator, >> Activist,
>> Counselor, >> Healer. I guess some of what he does may tread on the toes and sensibilites
of others. (Boss Reality (talk) 23:03, 14 August 2014 (UTC))
More coverage out there in newsland
>> Article from the Al-Ahram Weekly Issue No.1208, 7 August, 2014 by reporter Not Ebola
too Lubna Abdel Aziz .... Article: "Not Ebola Too", View article (http://weekly.ahram.org.eg
/News/6900/44/Not-Ebola-too--.aspx)
>> Article from The Daily Mirror Jul 29, 2014 14:16 by reporter By Patrick Mulchrone ....
Article: "Ebola conspiracy theories spreading fast as outbreak travels round globe - was deadly
virus created in laboratory?", View article (http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/ebolaconspiracy-theories-spreading-fast-3929922)
>> Article from iciLome.com (http://news.icilome.com) [8/14/2014 3:12:49 AM] - Petition à
l'union Africaine - Afrique - PETITION A L’UNION AFRICAINE POUR UNE
COMMISSION D’ENQUETE INTERNATIONALE DU CONSEIL DE SECURITE DE
L’ONU ET DE L’UNION AFRICAINE SUR L’ORIGINE DU SIDA ET DE L’EBOLA
Proposée par le Professeur Pascal ADJAMAGBO - View article (http://news.icilome.com
/?idnews=789336&t=Petition-a-l-union-Africaine)
>> Article from Yahoo News Romania De redactia@bursa.ro (Redactia Bursa) | bursa.ro – Mi,
6 aug. 2014 "Ebola - o armă biologică, creată în laborator?" - View Article
(https://ro.stiri.yahoo.com/ebola-o-arm-biologic-creat-n-laborator-210026536.html)
>> Article from Sexenio 03 de agosto de 2014, Article: "El ébola ¿realidad o conspiración en
África?" 03 de agosto de 2014 por Sergio Noriega Sección Lifestyle View article
(http://www.sexenio.com.mx/articulo.php?id=50616)
>>> Article from The SPECTRUM MAY 8, 2001 View article MAY 8, 2001
(http://www.fourwinds10.net/siterun_data/spectrum/volume2/html/050801/050801
/CSS/0508_57.HTM)
>>> Article from The SPECTRUM NEWS RELEASE April 16, 2001 Page 47 NEWS
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RELEASE April 16, 2001 View article NEWS RELEASE April 16, 2001
(http://www.fourwinds10.net/siterun_data/spectrum/volume2/html/050801/050801
/CSS/0508_57.HTM)
There's more out there. The fact that with what's happening today, Dr Leonard Horowitz is
now quoted in more than passing in current events around the world from England to The
United States to Romania to Africa proves he is highly notable and the reasons for his
nomination for deletion are without any foundation. Dr HOrowitz is a highly notable figure.
He's a best selling and award winning author. This is beyond a doubt. And there are more news
articles than what I've put in here. (Boss Reality (talk) 09:38, 15 August 2014 (UTC))
Better to keep this article as there is more in the news than I have popped in here. Let's
improve the article and work together on it please. It would be a very bad idea to destroy this
article. Let's work together to improve and make it the great article it deserves. Thanks (Boss
Reality (talk) 11:10, 15 August 2014 (UTC))
Question Is there any evidence that his self-published book Emerging Viruses: AIDS
And Ebola : Nature, Accident or Intentional?" was actually a best-seller? I can't find any.
[2] (http://weekly.ahram.org.eg/News/6900/44/Not-Ebola-too--.aspx) isn't a reliable
source for this. Amazon ranks it at "Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #69,389 in Books" hardly a best seller unless you have a very narrow category. And the award mentioned is
a trivial award from a non-notable organisation. Unless there's another one I missed.
Dougweller (talk) 11:21, 15 August 2014 (UTC)
Not convinced by the sources listed above, either. --Randykitty (talk) 11:51, 15
August 2014 (UTC)
The above discussion is preserved as an archive of the debate. Please do not modify it.
Subsequent comments should be made on the appropriate discussion page (such as the
article's talk page or in a deletion review). No further edits should be made to this page.
Retrieved from "http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Articles_for_deletion
/Leonard_Horowitz_(2nd_nomination)&oldid=621383539"
This page was last modified on 15 August 2014 at 18:00.
Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License; additional terms
may apply. By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Wikipedia® is a
registered trademark of the Wikimedia Foundation, Inc., a non-profit organization.
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